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[57] ABSTRACT 
A pyrotechnic device designed to irreversibly make or 
break a permanent electrical contact as controlled by 
an initial electrical, mechanical or pyrotechnic signal, 
the device comprising an elastomer head mounted on 
the pyrotechnic cartridge and containing a hollow in 
terior portion in which two electrical contact members 
are disposed, a deformable partition separating the py 
rotechnic charge from the elastomer body, and a 
member which is moved into contact ,with the two 
contact elements to either make or break an electrical 
connection'between the two contacts depending upon 
whether the third element is composed of conducting 
or insulating material. 

3 Claims, 5 Drawing Figures 
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PYROTECHNIC CIRCUIT MAKER OR BREAKER 

The present invention relates to a device intended to ' 
make or break a permanent electrical contact using a 
pyrotechnic element triggered by electrical, mechani-} 
cal or pyrotechnic means. . 

It is common knowledge that pyrotechnic switches 
have a number of advantages compared to electromag 
netic switches: absence of external powersource, low 
weight, fast operation speed, resistance against envi 
ronmental conditions. The making of the contact, how 
ever, and the transmission of theenergy supplied by the 
pyrotechnic element, or at least the?rst of these func 
tions, is performed by the rotational or linear motion of 
mechanical parts.'This design leads to a certain com 
plexity prejudicial to reliability and restricting the min 
iaturization possibilities while also rendering the switch 
sensitive to shock and vibration. 
The device according to this invention enables these 

' drawbacks to be overcome, since making of contact-. 
and energy transmission takes place solely through 
non-elastic deformation, no part being affected by an 
overall motion.‘Moreover, the’ simplicity of, the switch 
results in a‘ significantly. lower production cost and, as 
the inertia of the operating parts is very small, the oper 
ating time can thus be reduced. ' " 
The invention resides in a pyrotechnic device de 

signed to irreversibly and permanently make or break 
an electrical contact'wh'en initiated by an electrical, 
mechanical or pyrotechnical signal. The device is char 
acterized by the fact that it houses‘the following ele 
ments in a single’shell: a hollow elastomer insert carry 
ing two metal conducting elements, each connected to 
one of two connecting pins; a pyrotechnic element sep- a‘ 
arated from the. insert by a deformable partition, the 
pyrotechnic element when energized by an electrical, 
mechanical or pyrotechnic source acts‘tov make or 
break the electrical vcontact between the two'metal 
conducting elements. . ' . . - - 

In. one embodiment, the’invention described herein 
is employed asa switch in which electrical contactbe 
tween the two conducting elements is a third electri 
cally conducting element brought'into contact with the 
?rst two metal conducting elements by deformationof 
the’partition. I > I I _ r . i . ‘ 

; -_In a second embodiment,_t_he invention is used as a 
circuit-breaker;the preestablished contact between the 
two conducting elements is broken by an insulating ele 
ment which is inserted between't'he two conducting ele 
ments by the deformation of the partition.' 
The invention will be described below with reference’ 

to the appended drawing, wherein: 
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2 
rated, as by molding. Part 3 isv a ring whereas parts 4 
and 5 are half-rings insulated from each other. Parts 4 
and 5 are connected to connecting pins 7 which extend 
through and out of body 1 via sealed insulating bush 

_ ings 6. 

A pyrotechnic cartridge 8 is screwed into body I with 
deformable partition 18 in between. This cartridge con 
tains an explosive charge and an electrical pyrotech 
nic squib 10 ?tted with connecting pins 11 which ex 
tend through and out of the cartridge via a sealed insu 
lating bushing 12. . . . 

The above device operates as follows: on application 
of an appropriate electrical signal, charge 9 explodes, 
thereby deforming partition 18 by an amount greater 
than the space provided between the contact elements 
when in rest position. Part 3 is therefore pressed against 
parts 2,_ being compressed, ensures contact despite op 
posing forces, especially vibratory, which would be ex 
erted upon the metal parts. 

In other practical applications of the invention, the 
' explosion is initiated through other means, e.g. percus 
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sion or transmission bya detonating fuse.‘ The shape of 
the metal contact elements ‘can also vary, e.g. for the 
purpose of simultaneously closing several circuits. - 
_ FIG. 2 shows the portion of the circuit breaker em 

- bodiment of this invention which differs from that of 
the switch, or circuit maker, embodimenttdescribed 
above. In both devices, the head or'body portion 1 (of 
the circuit maker) and 1' (of thecirc'uit breaker) are 
screwed onto the pyrotechnic cartridge 8. In the circuit 
breaker, metal studs 15 and 16 are molded into the 
elastomer hollow body 1’ and are connected to pins 7’ 
which extend out of the body through sealed insulating 
bushings 6'. Studs 15 and 16 support rectangularly 
shaped contact blades 13 and 14. The free ends of 
blades 13 and 14 have U-shaped cutouts which overlap 
in-opposed fashion to form a circular opening 19 (‘see 

' FIG. 2a) into which the tip of a conical punch 17 is in 
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FIG. 1 shows a sectional view of the circuit maker , 
embodiment'with'contacts in a normally open position; 

FIG.’ 2shows asectional'view of the circuit breaker 
embodiment with- contacts a'normally'closed posi-v 

' FIG. 2a shows adetail of theycontac't elements of the" 

circuit breaker embodiment; , . _ , FIG. ,3 shows'a sectionalview of the circuit maker 

embodiment with contacts in a closed position; and 
* FIG. 4 shows a sectional view of the circuit breaker 

‘embodiment with contacts in an open position. . 
In the embodiment of FIG. 1,. a'body 1 houses the 

switch proper which consists ofa hollow elastomerin 
sert 2 into which metal parts 3, 4 and‘ Sare incorpoa 
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‘ ing the contacts and where the mechanical or climatic 
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serted. The vpunch 17 is tightly'?tted to the bottom of 
the body 1' to form a surface on which the deformable 
partition 18' rests when the body is assembled onto the 
cartridge8, as‘ shown. , . , . > 

The device‘ above operates as follows: deformation of 
partition 18’ in the manner described previously causes 
the deformation of the elastomer box bottom,’ and 
punch 17, which is fastened to that bottom, is forced 
upwardly in the direction of deformation of partition 
18’, breaking the contact between the blades 13 and 14 
which then are irreversibly insulated bythe insulating 
material of the punch _ wedged between, these two 
contact elements. . , _ ‘ 

vThe device according to the invention can be used 
whenever a permanent electrical contact is to be made 
or broken as controlled by an electrical or mechanical 
signal. It is of particular value in the case where an ex 
ternal powersource is not available for closing or ‘open 

environment vprecludes the use of-electromagnetic or 
“solid-state switches and relays; For these reasons, the 
device is particularly useful for performing logic opera 

v tions or electrical controls in sequential systems which 
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are to, be operated once only," as found on missiles, 
space launch vehicles, underwater ?xtures, etc. A few 
examples can be mentioned, such as the arming and 
control of the ignition circuit of power plants, the sepa 
ration of stages, the opening of valves and the energiza 
tion'of electricalequipment carried by missiles.~ ‘ l 
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What is claimed is: 
l. A pyrotechnic device designed to irreversibly 

make or break a permanent electrical ‘contact as con 
trolled by an initial electrical, mechanical or pyrotech 
nic signal, comprising: a cartridge having a cavity con 
taining a pyrotechnic charge and means to detonate 
said charge; an elastomer body disposed on said car- ‘ 
tridge; ?rst and second metal contact elements dis 
posed in an interior cavity of said body and connected 
to external electrical terminals; a deformable partition 
separating the charge-containing cavity of said car 
tridge and the hollow interior cavity of said elastomer 
body; and a third element resting on said deformable 
partition and located in said hollow interior cavity and 
urged into contact with said ?rst and second contact 
elements when said partition is deformed by the deto 
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nation of the said pyrotechnic charge. ‘ 

2. The device according to claim 1, wherein said 
third element comprises an electrically conducting 
member which, when urged into contact with said ?rst 
and second elements upon deformation of said parti 
tion, completes an electrical circuit between said ?rst 
and second elements. _ g _ - 

3. The device according to claim 1, wherein said 
third element comprises an insulating member which, 
when urged into engagement with said ?rst and second 
contact elements upon deformation of said partition, 
separates said ?rst and second elements from contact 
with each other to thereby break a pre-existing com 
pleted electrical circuit between said ?rst and second 
elements. I 

* * * * * 


